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 Perfect complement of a couple. Description Strong signal and big coverage: The flat antenna consists of compact and easy-to-
handle, thus making it portable. The high-power directional antenna gain for a stable and strong signal reception. The antenna

can withstand mechanical and environmental factors. This is perfect for any place where mobile internet is needed. The
advantages of the flat panel directional antenna: The flat panel antenna has a simple installation process and design. It has a

compact and lightweight structure. The flat panel directional antenna provides better reception and covers a wide range of areas,
with optimal signal performance. Easily installed anywhere The flat panel directional antenna has a flexible design. It can be
easily installed anywhere and can be used in various environments. Easy to install The flat panel directional antenna is a high-
performance antenna for mobile devices. It is easy to install on ceilings, or on ceilings or walls. You just have to screw the flat
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panel antenna to the surface. It is only a matter of seconds. Flat panel antenna technology The flat panel antenna has unique flat
antenna technology. The flat panel antenna can receive signals from all directions. When a flat panel antenna is installed on
walls, ceilings or even on roof tops, you will get the strongest signal. Flat panel antenna for WIFI or router The flat panel
antenna works as a Wi-Fi or router antenna. The flat panel antenna is a great accessory for connecting any device, like a

smartphone, tablet, computer, etc. The flat panel antenna allows you to communicate easily with other devices with a stable and
strong signal reception. Most Helpful Customer Reviews I love this for the fact that I can hang it anywhere. I have had antennas
of varying design hanging from my ceiling fan for over 20 years and this is a totally unique design that I'd like to have in all my

rooms! The only problem I have had is that there was no back screw included. I had to order one at a cost of $15 or so, but it
was well worth the cost and would do it again. Your Review Where Lifetime Guarantee Our products are fully covered by our
lifetime warranty. Should your product fail to perform in the manner you have come to expect, you can send it back to us and

we will repair or replace it. Manufacturer Info Since the introduction of 82157476af
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